
LED display technology 

  LCD display technology 

LED lighting 



We are a family-operated business in southern Germany. 

For more than 25 years we have relied on high-quality products. 

 

Cooperation with local partners and cooperation between production 

and development is our top priority. Long-lasting and reliable pro-

ducts can only be created if you know every step of the process. 
 

We stand for quality. 

Made in Germany 
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      General 
LED & LCD display technology 

Brandmaier can tailor 

displays to your needs - 

whether classic bargraph 

displays, numeric or alpha-

numeric displays, you have 

come to the right place. 
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Product-Information | Output displays | Tape speed displays | Target

LED display technology 

 homogeneous LED areas of any size to display graphics and 

texts 

 An adaptation to any interface enables use according to your re-

quirements 

 Font sizes of 1.5 m and more allow legibility from a very long 

distance 



Advantages of development & production in the same house  

Information | Output displays | Tape speed displays | Target-Actual displays | Error message displays  
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Adaptation to your interface is possible without any problems  

Special display formats can be implemented 

Displays under extreme conditions easily possible 

individual housing with printing to customer requirements 

LCD display technology 

 Very energy efficient as the LCD displays use the ambient light to 

increase legibility. This means that operation via solar cell is pos-

sible without any problems 

 low construction depth of the displays possible 

 38 segment and matrix modules can be combined with each 

other in any way - according to your requirements 

We make series products 

in large quantities as well 

as small series up to 

customer-specific displays. 

We have specialized in 

this for years - individuali-

ty and challenges drive us. 



 

Car park routing system  |  available spaces  |  parking garage  |  Free

Parking & Traffic 
Available space displays 

Key Facts 

Housings up to your wishes 

All common interfaces 

Flexible representation  

Digital printing on reflective foil 

Parking count possible 
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Series 

PT 

In order to guide cars quickly from the 

street to the parking garage, a display of 

the remaining space is often the best opti-

on. Brandmaier not only supplies the dis-

play technology, but also the housing ac-

cording to customer requirements, inclu-

ding customer-specific printing.  



Car park routing system  |  available spaces  |  parking garage  |  Free-Occupied-displays  |  Variable message sign (VMS) 

Remaining position displays 

are often built up using the 

energy-saving LCD techno-

logy. A numerical display is 

often sufficient. If words like 

“free” are to be displayed, we 

need a matrix display. 

For the distribution of cars in 

a parking garage any number 

of displays can be combined 

with each other and thus pro-

vide a clear directional indica-

tion. 

Features  

Character size 28 mm - 1.200 mm 

Length of a line up to 4 m (others on request) 

Digit color standard: red, green, yellow; optional: RGB color spectrum is possible 

Housing  aluminium anodized, steel sheet, stainless steel 

Pixel distances 4 mm - 20 mm 

Interfaces RS232/RS485, ethernet, Profibus, Modbus, GPS, ... 
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V2X  |  Retrofitting for e-charging spaces  |  car parks  |  free

Parking & Traffic 
Detection of available spaces 

Key Facts 

Any colors 

Simple retrofitting 

V2X enabled 

Can be combined with available 

space displays 

In the case of highly frequented car parks with nu-

merous different parking spaces, it is often worth re-

cording a single parking space. For example, you can 

already indicate in front of the car park whether and 

how many electric parking spaces are sti l l  available.  

Different color codes for different parking spaces 

ensure a fast parking process and efficient use of 

space.  

PC-software for configuration  
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Series 

EP 



charging spaces  |  car parks  |  free-occupied-transparent |  interchange signs 

Since each car park has a dif-

ferent structure, we provide 

software for configuring all 

sensors and related hardware. 

This also makes it possible to 

set up different types of par-

king spaces. 

Connecting a car park to the 

V2X technology is an im-

portant first step towards au-

tonomous parking after level  

5. Therefore, we are already 

developing the interfaces to 

be perfectly equipped for the 

future.  
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Features  

Number of sensors Up to 240 pcs per area 

Color of signalling full color range, standard green/red  

Size of sensor  65 x 50 x 35 mm (L x W x H) 

Mounting Own aluminium profile with integrated cable duct, mounting groove duct cover 

Housing Plastic injection moulding with robust connectors in IP65 

Interfaces  Modbus RTU, Modbus TCP, RS485, V2X 



 

Production data  |  weights  |  Show Tape Speed |  TArget-Actual Displays |  Lifting Loads  |  Environmental Data  |  Accident

Industry 
Numeric displays 

Key Facts 

2-Sided construnctions possible 

All common interfaces 

Charcter sizes 30 - 160mm 

Housing according to your wishes 

Adaptation to your Maschine 
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Serie 

NU 

Numerical displays are often used to visualize 

data in production. They are a cost-effective al-

ternative to alphanumeric displays and enable 

pure numerical display. In this way, the key fi-

gures for you can be recorded at a glance.  



Actual Displays |  Lifting Loads  |  Environmental Data  |  Accident-free Days 

Numerische-Anzeigen 

Numeric displays are used to represent numbers 

only. Internal calculations in the display allow the 

conversion and calculation of various measured 

values directly in the display. Required units for 

the measured values are usually mounted as a 

fixed print on the outside of the front. 

Features  

Character size 30 mm - 160 mm 

Reading distance up to 50 m 

Digit color  Standard: red, green, yellow 

housing aluminium anodized, steel sheet, stainless steel, explosion proofed as an option 

Mains supply 230 VAC | 110 VAC | 24 VDC 

Interfaces 0/4…20 mA, 0...10V, serial, BCD/Binary code, ethernet, field bus, Modbus, ... 
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Level indicator  |  Displays for production |  Tape speed |  TArget

Industry 
Bargraph Displays 

Key Facts 

Any colors 

All common interfaces 

Up to 4m Bargraph 

Housing according to your wishes 

Adaptation to your Machine 

Series 

BG 

When it comes to capturing measured values 

quickly and easily, Brandmaier ’s bargraph dis-

plays are the ideal display medium. This allows 

you and your employees to capture the essen-

tials at a glance and estimate differences quick-

ly and efficiently.  
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Level indicator  |  Displays for production |  Tape speed |  TArget-Actual Displays |  Water level displays 

Brandmaier's bargraph 

displays can be custom-made 

according to your 

requirements. A display in a 

weatherproof housing as well 

as installation in an existing 

housing or in a control 

cabinet is possible. 

Bargraph displays are used 

when a simple visual 

representation of values 

within a value range is 

required. Due to the 

individual production, it is 

possible to print the front 

screen with any scale. 

Features 

Bargraph length 50 mm - 4.000 mm 

Bargraph width from 5mm 

Color of LED‘s Standard: red, green, yellow; optional: full color range possible 

Housing aluminium anodized, steel sheet, stainless steel, optional explosion proofed 

Pixel distances 4 mm - 20 mm 

Interfaces 0/4…20 mA, 0...10V, serial, BCD/Binary Code, Ethernet, fieldbus, ... 
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Departure displays  |  Signposts  |  Employee information  |  Error messages  |  Informations and signposts |  Guidance syste

Industry 
Alphanumeric displays  

Key Facts 

PC-Software for free text choice 

ASCII-Code included 

Standing Graphics 

Reading in interfaces 

Size and shape as desired 

Series 

AL 

When constantly changing information needs to 

be shown, Brandmaier's alphanumeric displays 

are the perfect solution. Thanks to free program-

ming with text and graphics, they can be used 

completely f lexibly for any area of  application. 
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Departure displays  |  Signposts  |  Employee information  |  Error messages  |  Informations and signposts |  Guidance systems 

Thanks to a large number of standard mo-

dules, almost any desired character size 

and line length can be realised and the 

display of simple standing graphics is no 

problem for us.  

Features  

Character size 28 mm - 1.200 mm 

Length of a line up to  4 m (others on request) 

Color of digits standard: red, green ,yellow; optional: full color spectrum possible 

Housing aluminium anodized, steel sheet, stainless steel; any RAL color possible  

Pixel distances 4 mm - 20 mm 

Interfaces Serial, Ethernet, Fieldbus, Modbus, GSM/UMTS/LTE 
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Cross-Arrow |  Smart loading zones  |  Indication graphics  |  Available space displays |  Information  |  Diversion signs

Full Color Displays 
Directions and city information 

Series 

GC 

RGB displays ensure a better flow of traffic in 

the city, in public spaces or on your company 

area. Text or any symbols for directions can be 

displayed in the simplest way. Flexible 

programming ensures that you can use the 

display specifically for your needs - whether 

for traffic management for your event or for 

road closures.  

Key Facts 

Intelligent traffic management 

Can be integrated into traffic con-

trol systems 

All common interfaces 

Event-driven display 

Size & shape as desired 
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Arrow |  Smart loading zones  |  Indication graphics  |  Available space displays |  Information  |  Diversion signs 

City information displays from 

Brandmaier refer to various 

events in the city. In addition, 

event-related redirections can 

easily be shown on the display. 

Signpost displays can be used 

in many different versions. 

Whether standing text or 

constantly changing text does 

not matter. Simple cross-arrow 

displays for better orientation 

are also possible. 

Features 

Pixel distances 4 mm - 20 mm 

Display area LED-modules can be arranged as desired in height and width 

Color of LED‘s Full color spectrum with 8-Bit resolution per pixel and color 

Housing  aluminium anodized, steel sheet, stainless steel; any RAL color possible  

Interfaces  serial, Ethernet, Modbus, GSM/UMTS/LTE, ... 

Power supply 230 VAC (1-phase) or 400 VAC (3-phase); depending on size 
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Date display  |  Time display  |  Temperature display

Information Displays 
Date & Time     I 

Key Facts 

Wide range of digit heights 

Different colors 

GPS / DCF receiver 

Elegant housing design 

 

Series 

DT 

Time displays are often needed in places with 

high traffic, where the exact time plays an im-

portant role. The Brandmaier time displays are 

characterized by an extremely high accuracy 

even if the synchronization signal is absent for 

a longer time. Outdoors, the these displays can 

also achieve a great advertising effect .  
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Date display  |  Time display  |  Temperature display 

Of course, special solutions 

can also be implemented. It 

does not matter whether 

adaptation to your existing 

mechanics or a housing with 

digital printing. Combination 

with other displays is also 

possible.  

Displays for date & time are 

available for indoor and out-

door use. With standard mo-

dules and standard housings, 

they are easy to assemble 

and impress with a simple, 

elegant design.  

Features  

Character size 30 mm - 250 mm 

Digit color standard: yellow/black, white/black, white/blue 

Number of digits time: 5 digits, date: 10 digits, (others on request) 

Hosuing  aluminium anodized, steel sheet powder coated, brushed stainless steel 

Backlighting  Energy-saving LED-backlight 

Interfaces  DCF/GNSS, GPS, RS485, Ethernet TCP/IP 
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Photovoltaic system  |  Solar thermal energy  |  Wind turbines  |  Environmental measuring systems  |  Elektric charging spac

Information displays 
Photovoltaic displays     I 

Key Facts 

Flexible housing 

Any values can be displayed 

Flexible digital printing 

Vandalism safe on request 

Reading in of sensors 

Series 

PV 

Renewable energies are becoming more and 

more important today. In order to be able to 

pass on information about the benefits and the 

output to fellow human beings, the perfor-

mance data must be visualized easily and 

clearly – Brandmaier always has the right soluti-

on and is constantly evolving, l ike renewable 

energies.  
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Photovoltaic system  |  Solar thermal energy  |  Wind turbines  |  Environmental measuring systems  |  Elektric charging spaces 

The background image and 

the caption of the ad are cre-

ated by a professional gra-

phic designer from Brandmai-

er. The basis for this is their 

logos and ideas.  

Photovoltaic displays record 

values from various systems 

and display them. If desired, 

the display can perform 

calculations of measured 

values. 

Features   

Character size from 30mm 

Front panel polycarbonat or safety glass with digital print 

Color of digits standard: red, green, yellow; optional: full color spectrum possible 

Housing  aluminium anodized, steel sheet powder coated, stainless steel 

Power supply 230 VAC | 110 VAC | 24 VDC | 12 VDC 

Interfaces  S0-Interface, Modbus, RS485, ... 
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Temperature  |  Amount of precipitation  |  Hours of sunshine  |  Air pressure  |  Wind direction  |  Wind speed

Information displays 
Weather data displays     I 

Key Facts 

All Weatther data can be displayed 

Characters sizes from 100 mm 

On request with digital printing 

Flexible housing 

Reading in of sensors 

Series 

PV 

If exact temperatures, wind speeds and other 

weather data are required for certain purpo-

ses, Brandmaier ’s weather data displays have 

no alternative. In addition to the display, 

which we produce according to your wishes,  

we also provide you with the right sensor 

technology for your application.   
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Temperature  |  Amount of precipitation  |  Hours of sunshine  |  Air pressure  |  Wind direction  |  Wind speed 

Whether you need a homo-

geneous LED display field to 

display flexible graphics or 

text, or individual text fields 

and a frontpanel with digital 

printing, we manufacture ac-

cording to your wishes and 

ideas.  

Due to the flexible size and 

color scheme, the weather 

data display becomes a real 

eye-catcher and thus enhan-

ces the external perception of 

your building.  

Features  

Character size 100 mm - 580 mm 

Digit color standard: red, green, yellow; optional: full color spectrum 

Housing  aluminium anodized, powder coated in any RAL color 

Interfaces  Analogue, serial, Modbus, Ethernet, ... 

Front panel Safety glass (with digital print on request) 

Power supply 230 VAC | 110 VAC (1 phase) or 400 VAC (3 phase); depending on size 
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Display of vehicle registration plates |  Indication of loading point |  Company premises

Information displays 
Truck call-up displays    I 

Key Facts 

Fully automated integratable 

Different colors 

Character sizes from 100 mm 

Shorter waiting times 

Increased truck throughput 

Series 

TC 

Brandmaier truck call signs are ideally suited for a 

smooth flow of delivery traffic on your premises. 

You only direct the currently required vehicles di-

rectly to the desired location. This ensures order 

and avoids unnecessary waiting times.  
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Display of vehicle registration plates |  Indication of loading point |  Company premises 

With the truck call displays, 

the individual vehicles can be 

handled much faster and thus 

waiting times can be signifi-

cantly reduced.  

Thanks to our own develop-

ment, we can easily adapt to 

your interface. This makes it 

possible to integrate the 

truck call display into fully au-

tomated systems without any 

problems.  

Features 

Character size 100 mm - 320 mm 

Digit color standard: red, green yellow; optional: full color spectrum 

Housing aluminium anodized, powder coated in any RAL color 

Interfaces Fieldbus ModBus, Ethernet, ... 

Front panel Safety glass (with digital print on request) 

Power supply 230 VAC | 110 VAC  
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LED-outdoor spot  |  LED-flood light |  LED

      General 
LED lighting 

LED lighting 

 Homogeneous LED surfaces ensure perfect, uniform illumination  

 The own development allows simple changes from a certain 

number of pieces without problems  

 The specially designed mechanism ensures easy installation and 

leaves enough room to adapt to your previous fasteners.  



flood light |  LED-machine light 
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Brandmaier brings light in-

to the dark in every situati-

on. Thanks to our many 

years of experience in the 

field of LED lighting we can 

offer you a first-class and 

sophisticated range.  

Advantages of the Brandmaier LED-lighting  

Absolutely hum– and flicker-free 

Low generation of heat at 24/7 continuous use 

Optionally, every lighting is dimmable (DMX, Dali, Ethernet) 

High resistance against to shock and vibration 

In addition to standard 

lighting, we can also ma-

nufacture the lighting ac-

cording to your wishes. 

No matter if a special size 

is required or a different 

light color.  
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Illuminating of buildings |  Crane lights  |  Flood lights  |  mobile LED

Key Facts 

LED Lighting 
Industrial halls & cranes 

The Brandmaier l ights are robust, insensitive 

to vibrations and therefore ideal for use on 

cranes, factory halls or as mobile construc-

tion site spotlights.  

Light color selectable 

Robust stainless steel mechanics 

IP65, on request IP68 

Different beam characteristics 

Fanless cooling 



Illuminating of buildings |  Crane lights  |  Flood lights  |  mobile LED-Spots  |  Lighting of parking spaces 
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LED Flood light 150 W | 210 W 

Whether uniform illumination 

from a low height or crane 

illumination at a height of 

50m, Brandmaier illumination 

is made for every application 

and can be used flexibly.  

Features 

Luminous flux up to 22.000 lumen 

Beam characteristic ~11° | ~22° | ~34° | ~46° | ~65° | ~11°/40°  

Dimensions 402mm x 270mm x 220mm 

Housing aluminium anodized + stainless steel 

Weight ~17kg 

LED Spot 20 W | 40 W | 60W | 80W 

Features  

Luminous flux up to 8.000 lumen 

Beam characteristic 120° 

Dimensions 158mm x 152mm x 180mm  |  275mm x 202mm x 190mm 

Housing aluminium anodized + stainless steel 

Weight ~8 kg 
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Lighting of drinking water tanks |  Offshore

LED lights 
Drinking water  tanks 

The version for drinking 

water tanks includes a 

certified cable, as well as 

a mechanism made of 

stainless steel V4A in-

cluding a disc made of 

ESG glass. These lumi-

naires are insensitive to 

CO2 and chlorine gas. 

The technical specifica-

tions correspond to tho-

se of the lighting for in-

dustrial halls & cranes.  

Series 

HZ 

Drinking water tanks present the required tech-

nology with complex challenges. Numerous spe-

cial requirements must be met for all  installed 

materials , which we can meet with our spot-

lights. Lighting and maintenance are made 

much more efficient and easier by a spotlight 

from Brandmaier.   



Lighting of drinking water tanks |  Offshore-use  |  chemical industry  |  Steel industry 
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LED lights 
Aggressive environment 

LED lighting from Brandmaier can also be used 

when the ambient conditions become unbearable 

and very extreme. Due to the robust construction 

and the extremely high-quality materials ,  the 

lighting is ideally equipped for any environment.   

Both the lighting for drin-

king water tanks and the 

lighting for other extreme 

environments are as bright 

and low-energy as our stan-

dard LED lighting. The lumi-

nosity and efficiency are 

packaged in higher-quality 

materials and are therefore 

ideally equipped in many 

environments.  Brandmaier lamps can withstand even applica-

tions in salt water, aggressive gases or tempera-

tures down to -40°C.  
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Refineries  |  Chemical plants  |  Oil plattforms  |  Oil and gas industry 

Key Facts 

High luminosity 

For Zone 1 and 2 

Also in portable version 

LED lighting 
Explosion-proofed  

Explosion-proof luminaires are absolutely ne-

cessary in many work areas. With almost the 

same light output, we also offer LED lumi-

naires for Zone 1 and 2 with corresponding 

certif ication.  

Robust and reliable 
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Refineries  |  Chemical plants  |  Oil plattforms  |  Oil and gas industry  

Zone 1 LED light 20 W - 210 W 

Features 

Luminous flux up to 22.000 lumen 

Beam characteristic ~11° | ~22° | ~34° | ~46° | ~65° | ~11°/40° | 120° 

Dimensions 402mm x 270mm x 220mm 

Housing aluminium 

Weight 9kg to ~25kg, according to the power consumption 

Zone 2 LED Spot 60 W - 210 W 

Features 

Luminous flux up to 22.000 lumen 

Beam characteristic ~11° | ~22° | ~34° | ~46° | ~65° | ~11°/40° | 120° 

Dimensions 275mm x 202mm x 190mm  |  402mm x 270mm x 220mm 

Housing Stainless steel, power supply in separate ex-housing  

Weight ~8 kg 

Explosion-proof lighting in-

cludes the same technology 

as standard Brandmaier LED 

lighting. It is already so ro-

bust that it can withstand 

these extreme conditions.  
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Concert halls  |  mobile events  |  Theatre lighting  |  Building lighting  |  Outdoor permanent installation

Key Facts 

Configuration of programs 

Fanless 

IP65 protection class for Outdoor 

Up to 200 W power consumption 

Vandalism 

Event lighting 
RGBW Spot 

Reliable and robust lighting is an important tool in 

the field of event technology. 

With its many years of experience in the field of in-

dustrial l ighting and lighting for extreme environ-

ments, Brandmaier has created event l ighting that 

can be seen – and with which you can see more.  

Serie 

CL 
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Concert halls  |  mobile events  |  Theatre lighting  |  Building lighting  |  Outdoor permanent installation 

 

The RGBW spotlight is supplied with 

a PC software on request. This makes 

it possible to store time-controlled 

program sequences. If the RGBW 

spot is permanently supplied with 

voltage, it can start the program in-

dependently at the stored time.  

The Brandmaier RGBW spots 

are ideally suited for mobile 

use. Thanks to their mechani-

cal construction, they are also 

ideally suited for permanent 

installation.  

Features 

Power consumption 60 W  |  200 W 

Beam characteristics ~10°  |  ~25°  |  ~35° 

Weight  8 kg  |  17 kg 

Housing  aluminium anodized, steel, stainless steel on request 

Connection  powerCon TRUE1 TOP, XLR TOP Series, DMX-512, USB 

Dimensions  345mm x 187mm x 220mm | 402mm x 270mm x 220mm 
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